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UNIFORM OPERATORS

BY

HSIAO - LAN WANG AND JOSEPH G. STAMPFLI1

Abstract. A general representation theorem for uniform operators is obtained

which enables one to verify a conjecture of Cowen and Douglas in the presence of a

mild additional restriction.

Let 38 (JC) denote the algebra of bounded linear operators on a separable

infinite-dimensional Hilbert spaced".

Definition. An operator T g 33 (Jf) is uniform if T is unitarily equivalent to

T\J( fox every m/zmte-dimensional invariant subspace^ of T.

Examples. 1. Let {en}ff_x be an orthonormal basis for Jf. Define the unilateral

shift by setting Sen = en+x for n = 1,2,_Then S is uniform as may be easily seen

from Beurling's Theorem [1].

2. Less interesting examples include a scalar multiple of the identity operator and

transitive operators if any exist.

3. Let {en }ff=x be an orthonormal basis for^f. Define the operator D by

Dex = 0,   Den = 2-"en_x    for«>l.

Then D (usually referred to as the Donoghue shift) has no infinite-dimensional

invariant subspaces and, hence, is uniform. For more information on shifts of this

type see [3 or 5].

More examples and information about uniform operators can be found in [8]. In

particular, it is proved there that all uniform operators possess a cyclic vector.

In [2] Cowen and Douglas ask whether every uniform operator is a function of the

unilateral shift, that is, an analytic Toeplitz operator. (They do not use the term

" uniform" and are careful to exclude transitive operators.) We observe that, while

Example 3 supplies an example of a uniform operator which is not a function of the

unilateral shift, the answer to the Cowen-Douglas question is yes, if we impose a

mild restriction.

We now obtain a representation theorem for uniform operators which possess a

proper /«/¿'/«te-dimensional invariant subspace. This result will enable us to answer a

number of questions. In particular, it tells us that any uniform operator with
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nonempty compression spectrum is unitarily equivalent to an analytic Toeplitz

operator.

Note well. From this point on we assume T # XI.

Lemma 2. Let T e 33(Jf) be uniform and assume T has an infinite-dimensional

invariant subspace Jt'. Then T is unitarily equivalent to an operator of the form

An

A,

sx

0

C
The terms B, C may be nonexistent; i.e. they may or may not appear.

Proof. Let Jf0 = Jf and JCex = Jt'. Let TQ = T\Jf and T\JiCx = Tx. Since T0 is

uniform it follows that there exists a unitary operator V: Jf0 -* Jifx such that

TXV = VT0. (Unitary here means isometric onto.) Note that V34?0 = Jfx and

dim[Jif0 G 38CX] may be finite or infinite but not 0. Let Jtfn = V"JiC0 for n = 1,2,....

Since V is an isometry 3Vn # {0}. Let =Sf = jeo e 3tev Since FJSPc 3tifx it follows that

VSe± <e. Thus V + lJC± VnSe for n = 0,1,... since Fis unitary. Clearly F"jS?c j>fn

F"^r0.

fl = F-SP.

Then   g =

Claim. je„ eJiC„_

Let   ge^„ + 1.   Then   g = F" + 1/z.   For   any   / g if we   see   that   (F7, g) =

(VI, Vn + 1h) = (/, Vh)=0 since / ± F#\ Thus F"i?e JÉ"„ e ¿f„ + 1. The opposite

inclusion follows in the same way. Denote VHP by £Cn for n = 0,1,_ Clearly

if„ ± JS?n+1 for n = 0,1,.... Let ^ = ®¿°¿?„ and <?2 = ^f© ¿V Then 3f= Sx © <f2,

where Sx = if© FS?© • • •, F is isometric on tf1; Fe?2 = S2 and F is unitary on ê2.

What we have written is just the Wold decomposition for V. It is well known that

<f2 = f]fV"jr0.

Claim. Jifn is invariant under T.

Denote T\J(Cn by Tn for « = 1,2,... and assume we have shown that TJifk c ^

for k = \,...,n. Note that k = 1 is just our initial hypothesis T3^CX c 3tfx. Thus

7^„ + 1 = TV3fn = TXVJT„ = VTJfn c F?f„ =^,+ 1, which establishes the claim.

Since VT = TXV and TJifn c ^, it follows that F7; = Tk+xV for A: = 1,2,... by

simply restricting the set of vectors to which we apply the operators. By induction

we see that V% = TkVk for k = 1,2,....

Claim. Let 7>¿ be the projection of Jf0 on dt?k. Then Pk+„TPm+„ is unitarily

= 0 for /: < m since ^ is

Let {e(n)= F"e)0)} be a

equivalent to PkTPm for « = 1,2,_Observe that PkTPt

invariant under T. We assign a basis {ej0)} toi?==S?c

basis for C£n. Fix &, w, /, a where k ^ m. Then

(rej"),e<*)) = (rmej"V<*>) = (rBF"*f, V»eqk-^)

= (v*mTmVmef\ef-m)) = (T0ef\ eq«~m)).

Since the value of the last expression depends only on the difference k — m, we have

established the claim.
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If we define PCTPm: C£,m'      m ■ SCk to be Ak_m then Tclearly has the form

'o

Ax    A0     0

i
4-

A.1   -4ß

B C

on e«_0J2?te^2.

We next wish to consider the possible dimensions for S2. While S2 = {0} is

possible (take T to be the shift and Jffx = Jt to equal z3f2), we can rule out some

occurrences.

Lemma 3. S2 cannot be finite dimensional.

Proof. Note that

0 vse
n-0« = 0

Clearly S2 is invariant under T.  If /¡ g <f2 then h ± VS? for n = 0,1,...   and

conversely. Recall that F<f2 = <?2. Assume«^ is finite dimensional.

Claim. ê2 reduces T. Assume 0 ¥= (T0e(jm), f) for some / g S2 and fixed m, j.

VkTn

Recall that

Thus

TkVh   fork = 1,2,....

0 * a = (T0ejm\ f) = [vk*TkVke)m\ f)

= (Tke^"'\Vkf) = {Tke^'"\fk).

Thus there exists a ON. sequence gk g Sx such that H-/V Tg^l ^ a ^ 0. But the unit

ball of S2 is compact and

lim (Tgk,f)=  lim (g„r*/) = 0
k—> oo k—*oo

for all/ e <f2, which is a contradiction. Thus S2 reduces T. Since T]«^ must have an

eigenvalue, say A0, then T\SX has the same eigenvalue X0 and, by repetition, X0 is an

eigenvalue of infinite multiplicity. In that case T = X0I, which is impossible.

Lemma A. If dim C£< oo then S2 = {0}.

Proof. Assume S2 ¥= {0}. By the previous lemma, S2 must be an infinite-dimen-

sional invariant subspace of T. Since T\S2 s Tit follows that Tmust have the form

Al     0

A4     4,0

^0

Ai
i
i
i
i

AxV       V
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If UT = (T\S2)U, denote UáfbyJt. (ThisSplays the same role in the lower right

corner of the 2x2 matrix as £Cdid in the upper left corner.) Since T is uniform and,

hence, has a cyclic vector it follows that 1 ^ dimkerT"* > dimker^. Let AM

denote P^A0\Jt. Then there exists a vector/ G Jt and a X0 such that

((Ajr-\0)g,f) = 0    for all g g Jt.

But by the remark above, Range(^ - Xq)-1 = {/}• Recall that VT0 = TXV. Then

for any g g S2 it follows that

0 = ((Tx - X0)Vg, f) - (V(T0 - X0)g, f) = ((T0 - X0)g, V*f).

Since Range(r0 - X0)|e?2 has codimension 1 it follows that V*f=af, whence

Vf = af. Having established the last relation we will show that T*f = AMf = X0f.

Let e{jm) g j§Pm for arbitrary m, j. Then

\{Te^\f)\ = \{v*kTkVke^,f)\ = \{Tke^k\Vkj)\

= \(Tejm+k\ akf)\ = \{e)m+k\ T*f)\.

But the last term tends to zero since {e^m+k)}f=x is orthonormal. Thus |(ejm), T*f)\

= 0 for all m, j. Hence T*f = A^f = X0/. But this implies dimker(jT* — X) > 2,

which is impossible since T is uniform.

Definition. An operator T g B(JíC) is an analytic Toeplitz operator if there exists

an / G H00 such that T = f(S), where S is the unilateral shift. Equivalently, there

exists an orthonormal basis {en}™=0 for^such that (Te¡, ef) = (Tej + k,ej+k) for all

i, j, k = 0,1,2,... and (Te„ ef) = 0 for; < i.

Theorem 5. Let T g B(JíC) be uniform. Let Jt be an invariant subspace of T of

finite codimension. Then T is an analytic Toeplitz operator.

Proof. Since ¿£= ¿VQ Jt is finite dimensional it follows from Lemma 4 that

E2 = {0}. Thus

4i 4,
Ai     Ai

on   0 Vk£e.
k = 0

Since dim áC< oo, clearly A% and, hence T*, has an eigenvector, say / ¥= 0. Thus

R = [f}± is an invariant subspace of T of codimension one. Set £CX = { /}. Then

T = fli
i
i
i

"0       «

%       0.1

on 0 vkcex,
k = 0

where the afs are scalars. Thus Tis an analytic Toeplitz operator.

Corollary 6. Let T be uniform. If ker(r - X)* + {0} for some X

an analytic Toeplitz operator.

', then T is
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Remark. It is possible for T to have the form of Lemma 1 with .5? finite but not

one dimensional. For example the shift operator satisfies all conditions with =Sf=

{ex,e2} and

A0 = ¿i = and AJ =

for/ > 2.

It is easy to see that an analytic Toeplitz operator is uniform if it has the same

invariant subspace lattice as the unilateral shift. Sarason [7,6] showed that the

analytic Toeplitz operator 7/ with / g H°° has the same invariant subspaces as the

unilateral shift if and only if the polynomials in / are weak-star dense in H°°. But it

is not known whether every uniform analytic Toeplitz operator has the same

invariant subspaces as the unilateral shift or not.

Question. If /g Hx and 7/ is uniform, is/a weak-star generator of H°°; i.e., are

the polynomials in /weak-star dense in H°°?

Lemma 7. Let T g B(Jt) be uniform. LetJtbe an infinite-dimensional subspace of

T when dim( JFg Jt) is finite. Then T has a matrix representation with blocks

continuing out to some countable ordinal.

The form will be described in more detail below.

Proof. By Lemma 2, T has the form

n        0

A1
I

0
on^ © S2.

If S2 #= {0} then S2 is an infinite-dimensional invariant subspace for T and, hence,

T\S2 = T.
Let

B0 = 4i
4i

0

A,

Then repeating the previous argument with Jt replaced by S2, we see that T has the

form

B0

B,     B0

0

Be
on<^ '3-

If ¿j = {0},stop. If not, set

C0 =

*o

^i     B0
Bi
\ \
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Then T has the form

on^4 © ef4.

If ^ = {0}, stop. If e?4 + {0}, set D0 equal to the upper left block and continue.

The process may terminate at any stage or may continue out to N0. At a limit

ordinal we can begin all over again and proceed by transfinite induction.

The procedure should be clear by now. If the "e?2" space in Lemma 2 is {0}, stop.

If not, form the new blocks by the rule illustrated above. Since our underlying space

3C is separable and we pick up a new vector orthogonal to earlier ones at each step,

the process must terminate before we reach the first uncountable ordinal.

Question. Do there exist uniform operators where the representation continues out

to a preassigned ordinal? We have been unable to find a uniform operator where

S2 + {0}. In the case of the unilateral shift one can choose 3? to be infinite

dimensional, but it is not hard to see that S2= {0}.

Lemma 8. Let T be uniform. Let R be the closed linear span of the finite-dimensional

invariant subspace of T. Then R is finite dimensional or R = Jif.

Proof. Assume R is infinite-dimensional. Then T = T\R. Since the finite-dimen-

sional invariant subspaces of (T\R) span the underlying space R, the same must be

true for T. Hence R=JiC.

Theorem 9. Let T g B(JíC) be uniform and assume T has an infinite-dimensional

invariant subspace Jt =t= 3tf. Then T has no finite-dimensional invariant subspaces.

Proof. Assume T has a finite-dimensional invariant subspace. Then, in particular,

T has an eigenvalue f and the subspace F¡ = {x G j(f: Tx = Çx} is nonempty. Since

T ¥* XI, it follows that Ft is finite dimensional. Apply Lemma 2 to T and Jt and let

V be the unitary operator which satisfies TXV = VT0. Then VFt c F{ and, since F¡ is

finite dimensional, VFt = Ft. Hence Ft c C\f=1Vk3^= S2. As a first step we split Jf

as Sx © S2 and find S2 D Ft 3= {0}. Continuing the process as in Lemma 7, we

obtain <f3, and the argument just given will show Fr c êv

Follow the transfinite induction scheme described in Lemma 7. For every Ej

where / = 1,2,... we see that E- => Fe and, moreover, Eu 3 Fr even for the limit

ordinals to. However, ^is separable and each Eß contains a vector fß + 0, where

fp ± Ea for a < ß. Thus we must eventually arrive at an ordinal t where ET = {0}.

Since ET 3 Ff, this is a contradiction.
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